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Editorial
Detection and diagnosis of peripheral pulmonary lesions
(PPLs), mainly those whose long axis is sized < 3 cm (i.e.
nodules), challenges specialists in oncology, radiology, thor-
acic surgery and respiratory medicine. Their detection has
increased during the last three decades owing to the wide-
spread and frequent prescription of computed tomography
(CT) [1, 2]. The early PPL diagnosis through low-dose CT
was found to be associated with a 20% reduction of lung
cancer specific mortality in the National Lung Screening
Trial; nodules were peripheral and benign in the majority of
the patients with lung nodular lesions [3]. The implementa-
tion of national screening programs will increase their notifi-
cation rate (which will be closer to the real incidence rate),
and, simultaneously, issues associated to their clinical man-
agement [4]. Differential diagnosis should be prioritized to
exclude malignant lesions, as well as collection of sufficient
tissue for molecular analysis to tailor therapies based on mo-
lecular patterns [2, 5].
A part from those nodules which deserve only radiological

surveillance or which should be surgically resected, solid le-
sions > 8mm should undergo non-surgical biopsies as rec-
ommended by international Guidelines, with few exceptions
(e.g., in patients with low/moderate probability of malig-
nancy, if a benign diagnosis is suspected, when clinical pre-
test probability and imaging findings are discordant, and
when patients requires the proof of malignancy before surgi-
cal resection) [2].
Endoscopic and transthoracic approaches are available,

but their prescription depends on variable covariates: lesions
size, anatomical location, relation to a patent airway (i.e., CT

bronchus sign), technological advances (e.g., endoscopic
guidance methods), risk of complications, which could be
associated with patients’ comorbidities [1, 2, 6].
Transthoracic techniques, which are mostly CT-guided,

have showed the best diagnostic accuracy (≥90%) with a
highest rate of adverse events (e.g., pneumothorax in > 25%
of the cases) in old smokers with emphysema and with cen-
tral pulmonary lesions [6, 7].
On the contrary, a lower rate of adverse events was found

in patients undergoing bronchoscopy (e.g., pneumothorax
in 2–5% of the cases), particularly in those with emphysema
[6, 8–10]. Furthermore, endoscopic examination can inves-
tigate upper and central airways, ruling out synchronous
malignancies, and favoring the collection of samples of me-
diastinal adenopathies [1, 2, 6, 11–13].
Bronchoscopy has showed high accuracy when pre-

scribed for endobronchial lesions and for mediastinal
staging of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [1, 6, 13].
Undeniably, ultrasound guidance and the availability of the

esophageal route approach (i.e., endoscopic ultrasound with
bronchoscope fine needle aspiration, EUS-B-FNA) made
bronchoscopy the key procedure in mediastinal staging of
NSCLC [13, 14].
PPLs investigated by fluoroscopy-guided endoscopic tech-

niques are poorly diagnosed (sensitivity: 34–63%), particu-
larly when the size is < 2 cm [6]. The rapid introduction of
technologically advanced bronchoscopic modalities has been
requested by their diagnostic effectiveness and by the health-
care need of a safe collection of clinical samples [1, 6, 8–10].
Electromagnetic navigation (EMN), radial probes endobron-
chial ultrasound (R-EBUS), cone beam CT, virtual bronchos-
copy and ultrathin instruments, showed higher diagnostic
yield (67.1–73%) in comparison with the conventional tech-
nique [1, 6, 8–10]. However, they are less accurate than CT-
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guided techniques, more expensive and require the recruit-
ment of trained and skilled healthcare workers. [1, 15].
The majority of the scientific evidence can be retrieved

from studies whose design is observational; only a few
compared sampling techniques with a randomized con-
trolled approach, and, then, providing low quality evidence
for strong recommendations [16, 17]. Moreover, health
technology assessment has not been carried out to explore
economic, financial, ethical, and organizational challenges.
Combination of different guidance methods (i.e., mul-

timodality bronchoscopy), proved an unexpected sub-
optimal diagnostic yield (47.1–88%) [16–19]. Newer
promising techniques, such as trans-parenchymal nodule
access, could detect PPLs regardless of CT bronchus
sign, which is a strong predictor of success for every
endoscopic technique [20, 21].
Despite the sequential introduction of several naviga-

tional modalities in the market, endoscopic sampling tools
(i.e., forceps biopsy, transbronchial needle aspiration
-TBNA-, brushing, etc.) did not show any changes in the
last three decades [6]. However, the amount of required
malignant tissue have increased for both histopathological
and molecular diagnosis [5]. Few studies showed the added
value of forceps biopsy and TBNA [1, 6, 16, 17, 22, 23]. Sur-
prisingly, TBNA is an underused and underestimated tech-
nique, although it significantly helps increase the diagnostic
sensitivity [17, 22, 23]. Finally, ROSE, which can allow to
get high-quality specimens, cannot be performed in numer-
ous centers [17, 22].
Few data are available on the accuracy of cryoprobes

for PPLs. It can provide larger samples with a more pre-
served architecture, improving the quality of the speci-
men retrieved for the molecular diagnosis [24].
Navigational modalities should be improved for diag-

nostic and therapeutic purposes [21, 25].
Pre-operative placement of markers for assisting surgical

resection or for guiding radiotherapy in inoperable pa-
tients represents the current clinical applications [8, 25].
Other experimental bronchoscopic therapeutic options
(i.e., transbronchial brachytherapy, endoscopic radiofre-
quency/microwave ablation, photodynamic therapy) might
show an improved safety profile if compared with percu-
taneous techniques [21, 25].
On this basis the best management approach would in-

clude diagnosis, staging, and therapy in the same endo-
scopic session, provided optimal navigation to the target
lesion and confirmation of malignancy by ROSE [25].
In a recent issue of the Journal, an article described

the robotic bronchoscopy, a new technological ap-
proach for the diagnosis of PPLs [26, 27]. Robotic-
assisted technology, which was implemented and
scaled-up more than 20 years ago, was a major break-
through in many surgical and endoscopic procedures
[28, 29].

The Monarch™ system consists of a robotically pro-
pelled outer sheath with an inner telescoping endoscope,
both of which with 4-way steering control. The system
relies on electromagnetic navigation for guidance with
an external EM field generator. The physician uses a
small hand-held controller to guide the robotic scope to-
ward the targeted lesion. The endoscope has continuous
optical capabilities, a separate suction channel, and a
working channel sized 2.1 mm [21, 26, 27].
In comparison with other navigational modalities (i.e.,

endobronchial ultrasounds, EMN, cone beam CT) which
are coupled to white light flexible instruments, robotic
endoscope are specifically designed to improve access to
the periphery of the lung and to sample PPLs. Prelimin-
ary conventional flexible bronchoscopy is, therefore, al-
ways necessary to explore central airways to rule out
possible synchronous lesions and remove bronchial
secretions.
Improved access and direct vision of peripheral air-

ways may be a key advantage of this technique over
other guidance modalities coupled with conventional
bronchoscopes. Notably, this added value is not associ-
ated with a small diameter of the instrument, but to an
improved structural support provided by the outer sheat,
the telescoping capability, and the 4-way steering control
of both outer and inner endoscope, allowing to enter air-
ways with an acute angulation. Application of a positive
end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) may induce a further ad-
vancement of the instrument in the bronchial tree [26].
Robotic bronchoscopy shows the ability to hold the

endoscope in a locked curved position, favouring the
placement of biopsy tools on target without straightening
during sampling [26]. This technical feature, is crucial for
improving diagnostic accuracy and for therapeutic pur-
poses, based on the use of flexible ablation probes in inop-
erable patients [21, 24].
During the initial navigation, the outer sheat of the

bronchoscope is wedged in a segmental/subsegmental
airway before advancing the inner part. Beside stability
improvement, it may reduce the risk of complications.
Indeed, outer sheat may act as an occlusion balloon,
protecting proximal airways from biopsy-related bleed-
ing [26]. Furthermore, precise control of the broncho-
scopic movements and direct visualization of small
airways may enhance the safety; direct optical control of
the sampling tools outside the scope and a more precise
sample of the target lesion could avoid airway and par-
enchymal damage.
When a small airway cannot be visualized, disconnec-

tion of the proximal valve may favour pressure equilibra-
tion between the atmosphere and the airway (with or
without inflating air), with the final improvement of the
visualization, avoiding the injection of saline solution,
which can create smear artefacts. Of note, saline alveolar
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filling may be associated with false positive ultrasounds
and cone beam CT images, when coupled with robotic
endoscopy [26].
A working channel sized 2.1 mm allows the adoption

of several biopsy tools of conventional size and R-EBUS
probes. Ultrasounds can support EMN guidance pro-
vided by the platform, allowing a real-time target con-
firmation and a precise identification of the airway/
lesion relationship. Needles, forceps biopsy, and ROSE
can be used to maximize the diagnostic yield [26]. Fu-
ture studies may elucidate if a 1.9 mm cryoprobe might
further increase accuracy.
Finally, as previously suggested, needle aspiration and

artery sign (i.e., vessel leading to the lesion on the CT
scans) guidance may partially help in the absence of a
clear CT-bronchus sign [22, 26, 30].
A multicenter study (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier:

NCT03727425) could prove the above-mentioned poten-
tial advantages on improved navigational ability, diag-
nostic yield, and safety profile.
Moreover, randomized controlled trials are needed to

better compare robotic bronchoscopy and other guid-
ance methods.
Cost-effectiveness studies will be needed to assess the

suitability of this advanced and expensive approach,
evaluating the relationship between direct and indirect
cost and clinical outcomes [26].
This new landscape in the diagnosis of PPLs could set

the future bronchoscopic management designing a mod-
ern robotic perspective.
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